
  

Final Brush Sanding Combo Machine 
Model No.S330-HDR 

 

 

 
Model S330-HDR 

Working Width 1300mm 

Working Thickness 3-120mm 

Min Working Length 460mm 

Total Power 19.8KW 

Feeding Speed 3~17m/min 



  

Working Air Pressure 90psi 

Diameter of Dust Collection Device 8700cfm 

Overall Dimensions 4650×2230×2135mm 

Net Weight 5800kgs 

 

Application 

 

The first sanding unit (H) 
 Oscillate function left-right-left. 
 Transverse reciprocating motion. First 

two sanding rollers and second two 
sanding rollers are crossing. 

 Superior sanding effects for flat 
surface and profiles. 

 

The second sanding unit (D) 
 Oscillate function left-right-left. 
 Polishing boards in transverse and 

longitudinal directions. 
 Good sanding effects for flat surface 

and profiles. 

 

The third sanding unit (R) 
 Two straight sanding rollers, rotate in 

opposite directions, without oscillation. 
 Make sure the consistent sanding 

finish and same R angles in both 
ends. 



  

 

 

Features 

 

The first sanding unit (H) 
 Two rows total 2+2 brush rollers. 
 Danish brushes (imported from 

Flex Trim), 30pcs*4rollers=120pcs. 
 Total power 4x0.4kw. 
 Oscillate function left-right-left, 

oscillate power 1x0.75kw. 
 Lifting power 1x0.37kw. 

 

 

The second sanding unit (D) 
 Two rows total 6+6 discs, diameter of 

each disc is 175mm. 
 Danish brushes (imported from 

Flex Trim), 18pcs*12discs=216pcs. 
 Rotation power 2x1.5kw / oscillate 

power 1x0.55kw. 
oscillate function left-right-left. 

 Lifting power 1x0.37kw 
 Withdrawable design of the sanding 

unit makes it easier to replace brush.  
 



  

 

The third sanding unit (R) 
 Two sanding rollers separate 

controlled by motor. 
 Danish brushes (imported from 

Flex Trim), 30pcs*2rollers=60pcs. 
 Rotation power 2x1.5kw.  
 Lifting power 1x0.37kw. 

 

  

 
 Brush roller in feed out can clean the 

dust on the boards. 
 Motor for brush roller 1x0.55kw. 



  

 

Conveyor Belt 
 Controlled by inverter motor, speed 

3-17m/min adjustable.  
 

Vacuum Table 
 2 sets double area vacuum working 

table. 
 3.7kw*2 vacuum fans will be supplied 

together with machine. 
 Feeding power: 1x1.5kw. 

 

 

 

Electronic Display 
 SIEMENS touch screen panel 
 English language available 
 control on and off, rotate speed of 

each sanding unit, conveyor belt and 
vacuum pump etc.  

 shows the conditions of every sanding 
unit and roller, tells details when 
there’s a problem  

 set up and memorize thickness, 
feeding speed and brush rotation 
speed in different combination for 
sanding different material in different 
sizes. 

 
 


